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Agenda for talk 

•  Neurotech 
•  History of Computers 
•  The Human Brain 
•  Neural Networks and the AI winter 
•  Machine learning for computer vision 
•  Emergence of deep learning and CNNs 
•  Neural Network Components 
•  Are we finished with Neural Networks ? 
•  Implementing deep learning 
•  Future prospects 



Industry Interest in “Neurotech” 

•  Beginning a new era of neurotech, brain-tech 
 

–  Facebook “working on a system that will let you type straight 
from your brain about 5 times faster than you can type on your 
phone today,”  Mark Zuckerberg in 2017 

–  Elon Musk (Tesla, SpaceX) revealed Neuralink, building high-
bandwidth BCI systems, implanted in the brain, won’t require 
brain surgery, using components injected into the bloodstream – 
neural dust 

–  Bryan Johnson – Kernel – developing an implanted brain 
prosthetic to help people with failing memories, including 
dementias – now focus on a general implant to record signals 
from thousands of neurons at once 

•  How did it all start, where did it come from ? 



How did we get here ? 

•  Since WW II with ENIAC and Alan Turing 
•  Through to the development of the transistor 
•  And the 1950s with integrated circuits, magnetic memory 

hard disks and FORTRAN 
•  The 1960s with IBM mainframes and ARPANET 
•  The 1970s with ETHERNET, microprocessors  

and the first PC 
•  The 1980s with MICROSOFT, DOS and Apple MAC 
•  The 1990s with WWW, Google and internet companies 
•  The 2000s with YouTube, iPhones, wearables 
•  Through to today with IoT and data analytics … 



What’s in common ? 

•  John von Neumann 
(1952) proposed a 
model for computers 
… that’s still with us 



Could computers do AI ? 

•  Since the early days, always the question 
of could computers, with their von 
Neumann architecture, do artificial 
intelligence ? 



The Human Brain 

•  1.5kg, or 2% of our body weight, made of 86B neurons 
(grey matter) connected by trillions of connections 
(synapses) 

•  Responsible for executive functions like autonomic (heart, 
breathing, digestion, etc) and voluntary, in addition to 
executive functions like self-control, planning, reasoning, 
and abstract thought. 

•  This architecture of huge number of  
simple connected processors, is good for  
solving very complex problems, like vision,  
and learning 



Human Memory 

•  The brain has been  
coarsely mapped 

 

•  The architecture is of simple but massively parallel 
processing, a form of perceptron, highly connected 
graph of nodes and links with signal-passing 



How neurons work … 



How do we do AI ? 

•  So how do we implement Artificial Intelligence, emulating 
the human brain, on the vN architecture ? 



Raised expectations … AI “Winter”  



Neural Network research continued 

•  Research into neural networks – computational 
implementation of the brain’s structure – continued but at a 
slow burn and an AI backwater ! 

•  Meanwhile, hand-crafted, rules-driven AI research 
continued through 70s, 80s, 90s, even 00s 

•  AI applications were 
–  Speech 
–  Machine Translation  
–  Computer Vision 
–  Expert Systems 
–  Etc. 



Here’s how Neural Networks developed … 



But few people really cared about Neural 
Networks 

 
Meanwhile … 



Elsewhere AI and Machine Learning 

•  Machine learning evolved as an AI tool 
•  With mathematics and statistics input rather than any 

neural network connection  
•  Slow evolution of Machine Learning over decades 
•  Nourished by increasing availability of huge data volumes 

from … internet searching … social media …online 
transactions … etc. 

•  One application which pushed this was computer vision  



What does this mean? 



Machine Learning of Semantic Concepts 

•  Use Machine Learning to train a classifier to identify 
an object 
–  Decision tree learning 
–  Random forests 
–  Genetic programming 
–  Support vector machines 

•  Given some input data (e.g. SIFT features or colours 
or textures or lines or shapes or …)  

•  + Given a lot of + and - examples 
•  Let the computer figure out how to classify new 

examples into + or – clusters … that’s the modus for 
machine learning 



Concept Detection 

  FEATURE DETETCION 
0.2  Indoor 
0.8  Outdoor 
0.7  CityScape 
0.3  Landscape 
0.1  People 
0.0  Face 
0.8  Sky 
0.2  Vegetation 
0.7  Building 



So how well did it work ? 
 



And in 2013 ? 
 





Standard Machine Learning … 

•  So we’re bumbling along, slow and steady 
progress in using ML for computer vision … 

•  ML is being used elsewhere also … from parole 
recommendations in US courts … to 
recommending books from Amazon … to … 
anything you can think of ! 



How does “standard” ML work ? 

•  Lots of + and – examples as training data 
•  Plot each data point onto an N-dimensional space 
•  Learn a boundary function which differentiates 
•  Train and test, refine, then deploy 



How Does Machine Learning Work ? 
 



Suppose you want to build a classifier for ‘boat’, you 
need training data, + and – examples of boat images 



What makes a boat a boat, and a “not boat”, not a boat ?  
We extract low level features from each boat/non-boat 

and try to “learn” the differences 



What kind of features … colours, textures, shapes, lines, 
across all the picture or in regions, calculated at pixel 

level 



In practice, there are hundreds of such features, but lets 
look at just two 



In practice, there are hundreds of such features, but lets 
look at just two 



In practice, there are hundreds of such features, but lets 
look at just two 



We can then take each image and “plot” it in this 2D 
“space” 



For boats … 



For boats … 



For boats … 



For boats … 



For boats … 



Until there are many of them 



And then for non-boats … 



And then for non-boats … 





We then “learn” the differences between a boat and a 
non-boat, in terms of %Blue pixels/Horizontal Lines 



There are outliers, but mostly its correct 



The “distance” from this “hyperplane” is a measure of 
confidence in boat/non-boat 



Then take new (untrained) images … 



Then take new (untrained) images … 



Then take new (untrained) images … 



Then take new (untrained) images … 



 
 
So that’s machine learning … building classifiers 
 
     - Training set (positive and negative examples) 
     - Balanced numbers of each 
     - Features for each 
     - Lots of computing needed to extract features  

  and learn the classifier 
      
     Very fast to run new examples through the  
           classifier 
      
     Which learning functions, which kernal, which  
          features … all that is a black art ! 
 



One of the pluses of “standard ML” is 
that it can always conjure up some 
explanation for a result 
 





•  Another plus is that we can rate the relative 
importance of each of the axes .. i.e. features 

•  A downside is we have to do feature engineering to 
define the axes, and that’s a black art 

•  Lots of applications across domains … great … 
everybody happy 



And in 2012, this happened ! 

•  Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton  
at U Toronto, “won” the ImageNet  
large scale visual recognition  
challenge with a “convolutional  
neural network” 

•  6 months later, they all work  
at Google 
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Hinton started playing with NN Architectures 



Hinton started playing with NN Architectures 



How does this happen ? 

 
They “won” the ImageNet large scale visual recognition challenge with 
a convolutional neural network 
 
Since then we’re all on that bandwagon .. er .. “following that line” 
	



This is a CNN variant 



CNNs and deep learning 

•  Convolutional Neural Networks are end-to-end solutions in 
which both the feature extraction and the classifier training 
are performed at once.  

•  The first layers extracts a type of information which is 
similar to the features/descriptors extracted in the classical 
approaches.  

•  These, called “deep features”, are designed to preserve 
spatial image features and turn out to be significantly more 
efficient that the classical “engineered” ones, even when 
used with classical machine learning for classifier training 

•  Once a model for a concept is built, it can be packaged 
and released and easily run in a hosted environment  



Online systems now available 



Concepts in image search 

•  Google+ photos now uses computer vision and machine 
learning to identify objects and settings in your uploaded 
snapshots  

•  FaceBook uses it to tag photos 



My uploads 



My uploads 



My uploads 



 
How good can a CNN get at 
automatically captioning images 
without using any context at all ? 









Now, everybody is using deep learning 



We used CNNs to classify MRI scans 
 
Sample network segmentation results on neobrains test data.  
 
Tissues are cerebellum (orange), cortex (darkest blue),  
white-matter (lightest blue), cerebro-spinal fluid (dark red), ventricles 
(light red), brain-stem (yellow), basal-ganglia/thalamus (mid blue), 
myelination (light green)  
 



Our NN architecture … 



Neural Network components 

•  Neural Networks are a very versatile model for ML 
applications because the layers allow complex structures 
in the hidden layers and the activation functions 

•  For example, limiting the connections between layers to 
those which are in a receptive field from the previous layer, 
yields a convolutional neural network, good for image 
classification 

•  Allowing the output of a layer to feed back into itself yields 
a recurrent neural network, good for handling sequences 
of data and preserving temporal coherence 



Neural Network components 

•  Hidden layers can themselves have configurations with: 
–  Dropout layers where weights of some random 

percentage of nodes in a layer (5% to 15%) are set to 0, 
meaning they die 

–  Pooling layers do dimensionality reduction, mapping N 
x N to n x n by choosing max or min or average from a 
window 

–  Binarising layers act as gates (AND, OR, XOR) and 
simplify a network 

– … and others …  
•  Some of these are biologically inspired, from study of the 

brain, most are just guesswork 



This is what we do now … 



Neural Networks – are we finished ? 

•  October 2017 Hinton introduced a twist on neural nets to 
make machines better able to understand images or video 

•  Capsule networks group neurons whose activity 
represents parameters of a specific type of entity such as 
an object or object part   

•  Capsules form a hierarchy ... capsules at one level make 
predictions for the activation of higher-level capsules .. So 
they form abstractions ... when multiple predictions agree, 
a higher level capsule is activated 



Neural Networks – are we finished ? 

•  Why ?  Image-recognition needs a large number of examples 
to reliably recognize objects – not good at generalizing, e.g. 
different viewpoints 

•  Capsules build more knowledge into Neural Nets by tracking 
different parts of an object and their positions in space, giving in-
built geometry  

•  A network of understands when a new scene is a different 
viewpoint of something it has seen before 

•  Already, achieves state-of-the-art performance on MNIST, 
considerably better than a convolutional net at recognizing 
highly overlapping digits, and as good as CNNs at recognising 
objects 



Neural Networks – are we finished ? 

•  Neural networks/deep learning is fixated on humans 
encoding as little knowledge as possible, letting the 
network figure things out from scratch using large numbers 
of examples 

•  Capsule networks are a departure from this 
•  Hinton’s latest shows AI researchers doing more by 

mimicing how the brain has built-in, innate machinery for 
learning vision and language 

•  This is really important 



How to implement CNNs ? 

•  Its definitely not von Neumann architecture 
•  So we throw massive parallelism … what’s the cheapest 

massive parallelism  … GPUs 
•  New role for Nvidia … not necessarily fast, but many of 

them ! 

•  An alternative is to design new chips … 
•  Intel deep learning chips code named Lake Crest followed 

by Knight’s Crest, under development, 2017 arrival 
•  Samsung handset chips and Qualcomm chips, allow deep 

learning on devices, and Movidius (now part of Intel) 
specialising in computer vision using deep learning on 
silicon … we hope its flexible deep learning supporting 
capsule networks ;-) 



How to implement CNNs ? 

•  Google was starting to use deep networks for NLP 
applications like speech, but needed more horsepower, 
like x2 ! 

•  Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) designed from scratch, very 
efficient 

•  Used for executing neural networks rather than training .. 
saved building x15 data centres and can run neural 
networks x30 times faster than conventional vN chip 

•  Downsides … need lots and lots and lots of training data, 
lots and lots of compute resources … and no facility for 
explaining why a decision or categorisation or output, is 
made 





What of von Neumann architecture ? 

•  We used to only have people, 
writing algorithms, encoded as 
programs which were stored 
and run 

•  We will always have such 
people doing this 

•  Now we also have data, used to 
train networks and develop 
models (sets of weights and 
network configurations) which 
are stored and run 



Future Prospects ? 

•  Neural Networks are the new Computer Science, not 
replacing but creating new applications for data science 

•  Deep Learning is a temporary fixation, based on CNNs but 
new NNet architectures will materialise for different 
problems – vision, language, planning, decision-making .. 

•  Neuroscience will have the largest influence on data 
science and they will grow closer – symbiotically 

•  Specialist hardware will follow making NNets fast 

•  Will this be the computer model of the human brain ? 
–  Sorry, my telescope doesn’t see that far ! 


